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"The US' former backyard, the Caribbean in general and Haiti specifically, form the book's
background. What does a 10,000-foot mountain on the border between the Swiss cantons of Berne
and Valais have to do with slavery? And the grand houses on the village square in Trogen, famed
for witnessing democracy in action in the canton of Appenzell? Or the Avenue Auguste Forel in
Morges (Canton of Vaud)? Traces of Swiss involvement in slavery led St.Gallen-based political
satirist and historian Hans Fässler to Gorée Island, the major slave trading post in West Africa, to
Port-au-Prince (Haiti), one of the places where the people were traded as goods - and back to
Switzerland, where he was forced to face the harrowing truth of Swiss involvement in one of the
worst ever crimes against humanity. Hans Fässler takes his readers on a journey to nineteen
localities between the Lakes of Constance and Geneva in Switzerland, drawing a picture of the
relationship of Swiss traders, officers, émigrés, bankers, family enterprises, travellers and
philosophers to slavery, which was only finally declared to be a crime against humanity in 2001. A
Swiss journey through a black and white world casts light on an aspect of Swiss history which has
been largely unknown even to some of the country's more critical contemporaries. The book, which
reflects the latest insights of research on the subject, offers a lively mix of portraits of the
protagonists and eminently readable stories." [Gyan David, Basel]
Some chapters deal with aspects touching on the US, Britain or South Africa: (2) emigration from the canton
of Appenzell Ausserrhoden to the US and the import of cotton from Georgia and Louisiana; (5) investments
by families from the canton of Thurgau in the Mississippi Company of John Law, founder of New Orleans;
(6) a trip to the US and on the Mississippi of industrial magnate Adolf Guyer-Zeller from the canton of Zürich
on the eve of the US Civil War, as well as his encounters with slavery; (8) emigration of Swiss nationals to
the US at the beginning of the 18th century, including emigration to Carolina, the founding of New Berne and
Purrsyburg, and the presence of painter and slave-owner Jeremias Theus (canton of Grisons) in Charleston;
(10) Louis Agassiz, the naturalist and specialist in glaciers, who emigrated to the US from Switzerland and
there became one of the leading racists and one of the earliest proponents of apartheid; (11) Swiss
emigration to South Africa; (12) Berne's investments in the English "South Sea Company".
=> German edition: "Reise in Schwarz-Weiss. Schweizer Ortstermine in Sachen Sklaverei"; preface by:
Joseph Philippe Antonio (former Haitian foreign minister); published by: Rotpunktverlag, Zurich, Switzerland,
2005; 250 pages, CHF 36.00 / EUR 20, ISBN 3-85869-303-0; with appendices: expressions, figures,
chronologies, maps, sources and bibliography, index of persons.
=> French edition: "Une Suisse esclavagiste. Voyage dans un pays au-dessus de tout soupçon"; published
by: Duboiris, Paris, 2007; 288 pages, EUR 20, ISBN 978-2-916872-04-9; preface by: Doudou Diène (UN
Special Envoy for monitoring of racism and xenophobia).
=> English editor wanted! Information on my books and projects under: http://www.louverture.ch
specifically in English: http://www.louverture.ch/BUCH/english/english.html; on the "Demounting
Louis Agassiz" campaign: http://www.louverture.ch/kampagne.html; on my CV:
http://www.louverture.ch/BUCH/hans/cv_engl.html

